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abstract
The contribution describes the experimental results obtained from the combined loading of the specimens in the field of high-cycle fatigue. Those specimens were manufactured from common construction steel 11523.
The following experiments were performed: The first set of the specimen was loaded by the alternating torque amplitude. The second set was loaded by the alternating amplitude of the bending moment. The next set was loading by alternating amplitude of the torque and bending moment. This experiment was performed for two loading levels applied in the same phase. The results were evaluated by the conjugated strength criterion and another generally used multiaxial fatigue criteria. The stress-strain analysis of the specimens by FEM was performed to determine parameters (constants) of particular strength criteria.
iNtrodUctioN
Although the material failure phenomenon in the conditions of multiaxial fatigue is investigated for many years by world-known research institutes, the reliable mathematical description making possible to describe this boundary state was not introduced yet. Hence, it is still necessary to perform expensive prototype verification [1] . The evidence of this fact is number of laboratories especially in aircraft and automotive industry. We bring another build-stone into the mosaic of this interesting technical field in this contribution. Number of fatigue experiments using both the reconstructed and new proposed devices [2] , were performed at the Department of Mechanics of Matierial, VSB-TU Ostrava. The aim was to verify the ability of the conjugated strength criterion [3] proposed at our department and to use it for coupling of static and fatigue [4] multiaxial strength criterion. Our contribution describes certain findings obtained from four different types of mechanical material loading. The experimental data obtained at the fatigue limit were judged primarily, i.e. for specimens which were not damaged after 10 7 cycles. The bellow presented methodology is made for this lifetime. Those experiments were performed under co-phase loading with the testing frequency of 25Hz. The loading amplitude (soft cycle) with sinus shape was controlled in the experiments. The obtained data were used to determine the constants of conjugated strength criterion whose application can be suitable even for prediction of boundary cycle number in the field of lifetime strength.
Experimental Material
The experiments were performed on the hollow specimens ( Fig. 1 
Used Multiaxial fatigue Methods
The following generally used fatigue strength criteria were used for the analysis of performed experiments. The results obtained in experimental way for given loading combination on the fatigue limit will be judged by those criteria.
crossland Method
Crossland published his results in the 50 th of previous century. His criterion uses the square root from the second invariant of stress tensor. This invariant is determined from the stress amplitude. Another term added to the equation is the hydrostatic stress calculated from maximal stress values [5] .
where coefficients aC and bC are defined as:
other parameters in the equation are: J2 second invariant of stress tensor deviator, f-1 fatigue limit in fully reversed axial loading (in tension, in bending or in rotating bending), vH,max maximum value of hydrostatic stress during load history, t-1 fatigue limit in fully reversed torsion.
sines Method
Sines published his results in the same period as Crossland. The formulation of both criteria as similar, they differ in the determination of hydrostatic stress. Sines calculate this stress from mean stress values [6] .
where coefficients a S and b S are defined as:
where f0 is fatigue limit in repeated bending vH,m mean value of hydrostatic stress during load history, other parameters in the equation are defined as in the case of Crossland Method.
Mcdiarmid Method
This criterion is widely used. On the base of number of experiments McDiarmid proposed the following shape of the criterion:
where Ca is shear stress amplitude on an examined plane, f-1 is fatigue limit in fully reversed axial loading, Nmax is maximum normal stress on the plane examined, Su is tensile strength, tAB is fatigue limit in fully reversed torsion with crack in A or B system. The crack parallel with the surface is typical for the type A. The crack leading inside down from the surface is typical for type B [7] .
Papadopoulos Method
The Papadopoulos method is based on the Dang Van Criterion. However this method integrates the input variables in all planes. The method can be found in following shape [8] .
where:
Papuga Pcr Method
Papuga proposed the criterion on the base of long-term studies of multiaxial fatigue criteria in following shape (7) [9] . According to his research embodies this criterion the most accurate results 
.
/ / cos log /log ... ,
for wide range of materials.
It is valid for following ratio of fatigue limits:
All mentioned criteria according to the results from (1, 3, 5, 6, 7) judge if the component is able to transfer the infinity of loading cycles. To judge of those criteria the fatigue index error DFI is used. It shows the rate of deviation from the ideal equilibrium of the left and right hand sides of mentioned criterion relations [10] .
where LHS is the left hand side of the equation. The relation LHS(load) ≤ f-1 has to be fulfilled. If LHS is greater, the component can fail.
conjugates strength criterion
This criterion was proposed by Fuxa [3] . For the crack initiation in N-th cycle it can be written in following shape:
where Sv marks the stress intensity and is defined as:
vR is the reference stress value producing the identical value as the octaedric normal stress and can be written as:
where v1, v2, v3 are the principal stresses. The value AN can be considered as dependent on the cycle number N and is written as:
AO is the constant of the static reference strength criterion and can be determined based on the torsion test:
AC the stress intensity at the fatigue limit in torsion, NC number of cycles at the fatigue limit, a material constant, BN is the constant equal to:
where vf is the value of true fracure strength in tension and xf is the value of true fracure strength in torsion.
The absolute value of mean relative error of the used approximation can be determined as follows:
where 
first Experiment -alternating torsion
The first set of specimens was loaded by the nominal amplitude of the torque. In the case of first specimen the proper amplitude was set and the number of cycles until failure was registered. In case of other specimens was this amplitude stepwise reduced until the fatigue limit -10 7 cycleswas reached. The experiments were performed at the frequency 25 Hz. The experimental results are summarized in Tab. 3 where va is the stress amplitude in bending and xa is the stress amplitude in torsion. The result stress was obtained via stress/ 
second Experiment -alternating bending
The second set of specimens was loaded by the nominal amplitude of the bending moment. In the case of first specimen the proper amplitude was set and the number of cycles until failure was registered. In case of other specimens was this amplitude stepwise reduced until the fatigue limit -10 7 cycles -was reached. The experiments were performed at the frequency 25 Hz again. The experimental results are summarized in Tab. 4 where va is the stress amplitude in bending and xa is the stress amplitude in torsion. The result stress was obtained via stress/strain analysis using FEM in the software ANSYS. The limit stress intensity leading to the crack initiation in N f cycles is depicted in Fig. 3 . It is calculated from obtained stress values. The data are approximated according to (9) .
third Experiment -alternating bending and torsion
The third set of specimens was loaded by the nominal amplitude of the bending moment and nominal amplitude of the torque. The loading was performed with zero phase shifts. The experiments were performed at the frequency 25 Hz again. The process was the same as in previous cases. The experimental results are summarized in Tab. 5. The limit stress intensity leading to the crack initiation in N f cycles is depicted in Fig. 4 .
fourth Experiment -alternating bending and torsion
The fourth set of specimens was loaded by the nominal amplitude of the bending moment and nominal amplitude of the torque. The different ratio of both amplitudes than in previous case was chosen. The process was the same as in previous cases. The experimental results are summarized in Tab. 6. The limit stress intensity leading to the crack initiation in N f cycles is depicted in Fig. 5 . It is determined from measured values which were transformed into the stress state in the critical spot of the specimen.
Experimental results analysis
The obtained experimental results from all described experiments were used for the analysis of above mentioned fatigue stress criterions. The software Pragtic [10] was used for the analysis. It strain analysis using FEM in the software ANSYS.
The limit stress intensity in Nf cycles is depicted in Fig. 2 
conclusion
The often used multiaxial fatigue criteria of the authors Crosland [5] , Sines [6] , McDiarmid [7] , Papadopoulos [8] , Papuga [9] and the conjugated strength criterion [3] proposed by the authors of this contribution with the aim to couple static and fatigue multiaxial criterion were described. This approach enables the prediction of the fatigue crack initiation even in the field of lifetime strength. The four sets of experiments on hollow, thinwalled specimens manufactured from the steel 11523.1 according to the CSN were proposed and performed at the laboratory of the Department of mechanics of materials, VSB -TU Ostrava for the verification of the mentioned criteria. The different stress states were generated in the specimens during the loading -torsion, bending, torsion and bending at different ratios of shear and normal stress. The stress states in the critical spot were determined from the measured data using FEM.
The good prediction ability of the developed conjugated strength criterion is obvious from the summarizing Tab. 7.
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